
Savvy strategies for profi table traders.

INFORMER

Other  ways to Trade Diff erent?   Limit your 
trading to just a small amount of time per day.  
Use our “Power of Quitting” philosophies to 
“Get In, Get Out and Get Done.”  You’ll fi nd 
that treating your trading like a marathon 
seldom leads to profi tability. 

How about actually proving to yourself 
that in a practice/virtual mode you can trade 
profi tably before you risk your hard-earned 
money?   Too many Zombie Traders rush in 
without thought, without a specifi c trade 
plan, straight to trading with real money in 
hopes of getting rich quick. 

In these pages (and our back issues) you’ll 
fi nd a wealth of information on how you can 
break from the zombie herds.  Take time for 
yourself and absorb this information.   You’ll 
leave a better trader, one that is ready to Trade 
Diff erent.

Good Success,

Mark Soberman
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LETTER FROM THE DEVELOPER 

� ink Diff erent.

I know, I’ve basically ripped 
that off  from the advertising 
campaign that was so eff ective 
in re-igniting the Apple 
legend.

� erefore I’ll change it to “Trade Diff erent.” 

Here at NetPicks, we’ve learned to NOT 
follow the crowd.  � ere’s a disease out there 
and it’s something I call Zombie Trading.   
� e sad reality is that most traders will never 
succeed – but not for lack of trying.   We 
always survey new people coming to NetPicks 
and the Premier Trader University for the fi rst 
time, and their success percentage tends to be 
under 10%.  At the same time, most people 
have put in years of time and eff ort, and they 
typically have invested in many trading tools 
and systems.

� e problem we fi nd is that people follow the 
crowd like zombies.  If that perhaps describes 
you, it’s OK.  We have not hit the apocalypse 
and there is still time to turn back.   Unlike 
on TV and in the movies, there is a cure for 
Zombie Trading. 

And that takes us back to “Trade Diff erent.”  
What I mean is this: Try to focus on markets 
where the crowd is not amassed.  � at means 
if you’re a futures trader, do not start with the 
S&P e-mini.   If you’re a forex trader, avoid 
the EURUSD initially.   � ese markets can 
be rewarding, but they are advanced markets 
with some of the best traders in the world on 
the other side of the Internet.   Why go up 
against the major leagues when you’re just 
starting out?

We teach trading systems that are quite 
eff ective on a number of markets in futures, 
forex and stocks.   You’ll fi nd that we usually 
emphasize the less publicized ones. 

Premier Trader 
University Training Course 

(Value: $297)

See page fi ve for details
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HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS, SOME 
OF WHICH ARE DESCRIBED BELOW. NO REP-
RESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY 
TRADING ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO 
ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO 
THOSE SHOWN, IN FACT, THERE ARE FRE-
QUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
HYPOTHETICAL TRADING PERFORMANCE 
RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUB-
SEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY ANY PARTICULAR 
TRADING PROGRAM

ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF HYPOTHETICAL 
TRADING PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THAT 
THEY ARE GENERALLY PREPARED THE BEN-
EFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHET-
ICAL TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL 

RISK, AND NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RE-
CORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE 
IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL TRAD-
ING. FOR EXAMPLE, THE ABILITY TO WITH-
STAND LOSSES OR TO ADHERE TO A PARTICU-
LAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF TRADING 
LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN 
ALSO ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING 
RESULTS. THERE ARE NUMEROUS OTHER 
FACTORS RELATED TO THE MARKETS IN 
GENERAL OR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 
ANY SPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM WHICH 
CAN NOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE 
PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL TRADING 
PERFORMANCE RESULTS, AND ALL OF WHICH 
CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING 
RESULTS

PAST RESULTS OF NETPICKS IS NOT IN-
DICATIVE OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE. THE 
MONTHLY AND COMPOSITE ANNUAL RESULTS 
SHOULD BE VIEWED AS HYPOTHETICAL. IN 
REALITY, THE RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT 
THE TRACK RECORD OF THE METHODOLOGY 
ORIGINATOR OR SUBSCRIBERS. THIS ALSO 
MEANS THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT ONE 
APPLYING THESE METHODOLOGIES WOULD 
HAVE THE SAME RESULTS AS POSTED. SINCE 
TRADING SUCCESSFULLY DEPENDS ON MANY 
ELEMENTS INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO A 
TRADING METHODOLOGY AND TRADER’S OWN 
PSYCHOLOGY, WE DO NOT MAKE ANY REPRE-
SENTATION WHATSOEVER THAT THE ABOVE 
MENTIONED TRADING SYSTEMS MIGHT BE OR 
IS SUITABLE OR PROFITABLE FOR YOU

CAUGHT IN A BLIZZARD; THE STORY OF TWO TRADERS by Tj Noonan

I did off er to help him fi gure out what was the problem and to 
also help him get on the pathway back to successful trading.  It 
was obvious from his account of what had happened, that he 
had never bothered to do any preliminary work to establish any 
sort of ‘edge’ in the market.  I knew this because when I asked 
him to send me his tradeplan so that I might review it and off er 
suggestions on how to improve it, I never heard from him again.  
He had entered into the live markets without any foundational 
work, no plan and no clue.  It was like the wayward travelers 
stuck in their blizzard with no vision or knowledge off  where 
they stood in relation to where they needed to get to.  With 
absolutely zero vision this trader was doomed to fail at the fi rst 
sign of trouble.  Quitters always quit as losers, never as winners.  
He may have been so close to his camp and instead of working 
through his situation, he laid down and gave up.  Experience 
has taught us that the best trades always follow the toughest.  It’s 
just how markets work.  We arm ourselves with a well researched 
tradeplan.

Within about 15 minutes of that email, I received another 
one.  A trader had not only found his way back to camp, he 
had discovered enough detailed information to avoid the blizzard 
altogether.  He had combined his new trade strategy with the 
powerful analysis tool, the UTA.  He was very excited after 
uncovering a beautiful tradeplan and a pathway to successful 
trading.  He had put his plan into action and was thrilled to 
learn that his well researched tradeplan continued to perform for 
him in live market conditions.  He did his foundational work, 
established an edge in his chosen market and then formed an 
eff ective tradeplan to help him navigate the always dangerous live 
markets.  He traded his plan and continued to enjoy the success 
as his plan had indicated he would.  He continues to trade his 
plan with confi dence and even if he gets stuck in a blizzard, and 
experiences a series of losses, he knows where his safe haven is 
and to not lie down and give up.  He knows that if he just puts 
one foot in front of the other, and takes the next trade as his plan 
dictates, that he will fi nd his way back to his camp and will work 
through the temporary set back.  

Our trade data is loaded with valuable information.  So many 
traders don’t bother to mine the hidden gems within.  � ey’ve 
got it at their fi nger tips.  It is within their reach.  But instead 

I’ve been getting a lot of emails lately that remind me of a short 
fi lm I once saw some time ago.  Four wayward travelers were 
lost in the mountains working their way down in search of their 
camp.  � ere was a terrible blizzard that had been raging for 
days.  � e travelers were completely exhausted and had to take 
every labored step with caution so as not to fall in a ravine or 
abyss that could be hidden by thick snow.  Meanwhile, the snow 

was coming down strong and 
it seemed like it would be 
nightfall soon.

As they trudged along, one 
step at a time, roped together, 
one by one they began to be 
overtaken by exhaustion.  � e 
leader, who was obviously 
the strongest and most 
resolute, tried to encourage 
them onward, but fi nally he 
gave in and against his better 

judgment, relented by allowing for a short break.  Little by little 
they each fell asleep as the snow whirled around and came down 
so thick that it was impossible to see more than a few feet in any 
direction.

As it went, they all died.  When the snowstorm passed and the 
sun came out, we learned that they were literally 20 feet away 
from their camp and if they had just persevered and continued 
onward a few more steps, they would have saved themselves and 
survived their torturous ordeal.  

� e other day I received two completely opposing emails.  One 
was an email loaded with despair.  A trader had tried trading 
one of our systems.  It was clear by his colorful descriptions that 
he hadn’t taken the time to even get familiar with the rules, let 
alone trade it as intended.  Immediately, he trudged off  on some 
reckless adventure and wound up lost.  He had experienced some 
immediate losses and was in the midst of what would seem to 
be a hopeless blizzard without a compass, roadmap, or means 
of fi nding his way back to a safe haven.  Exhausted from the 
experience, he told me that the system sucked and he decided 
to give up.  
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Figure 1

HOW TO PICK THE RIGHT TRADING SYSTEM by Ron Weiland

If you are like me your inbox is full of Get Rich Quick, � e Best 
Forex Trading system Ever, Easy Forex EA, and this free indicator 
or that.  I am sure that if you are new or not successful, you are 
looking at all of these emails and systems and not sure what to 
do.  Hopefully, this article will give you some cold hard facts that 
you need to recognize before you pay one penny for a system or 
indicator.

1.  All systems have losses

2. You will have periods of Drawdown

3. You need to test the system you have, so that you know what 
to expect

� ese are 3 of the most important factors in trading.  No one 
likes to lose, but you will have losses, even a string of losses.  You 
can’t judge a system by the performance in a month or two.  � e 
real review needs to go back over several years.  � is way, you will 
know that after 3 negative months in a year, where you will be at 
the end of the year.

Drawdown is important, because you need to allocate the right 
amount of risk to your trading.  If you trade too much, your 
account can not survive any negative months and therefore, 
you will not be trading when things turn around and grow.  We 
always want people to start out with a low risk, say 1 or 2% of 
your account.  � is way a few losses in a row will only make a 
small dent in your trading capital.  Remember the saying, “he 
who fi ghts and runs away, lives to fi ght another day”.  In trading 
you fi ght the market every day and try and win. Some days you 
win some days the market wins.  � at is trading.  � e key is to 
win more than you lose and to be focused on your trading.  Treat 
it like a business!

I am going to show you the AUDUSD on a Daily Chart and 
it is not one of the best performers.  It did quite well last year 
with over 1869 Pips and this year we are over 1000 pips.  What 
is important is that inside of the bottom line Pips is some losing 
months.  In fact, last year one pair lost money for 5 straight 
months.  Wow, does that scare you?  I might worry, if I didn’t 
know that those same pair always won every single year in 
the end.  � at is why testing is so important.  So, let’s take a 
look at some of the trades from Jan and Feb of this year on the 
AUDUSD. (Figure 1)

I put an arrow over each winning trade.  It was about even 4 
wins, 4 losses, but the wins were much larger than the losses.  So, 
we made money. � is is April and May where we had some very 
nice runs and banked a lot for the year. (Figure 2)

Figure 2

of taking a few more critical steps to unlock the treasure chest 
of knowledge, contained within their data, they just assume 
give up.  It’s easier to just lie down and die.  We all know what 
the outcome is at that point.  � e sad thing is, that a few more 
well guided steps was all that was needed and was the diff erence 
between success and failure.

Learn how to trade before you trade.  Learn how to unlock the 
treasure chest of wealth contained within your trade data.  Do 
the foundational work and establish a plan that gives you an edge 
in the market and then, trade that edge.  If you do, you’ll be in a 
far better position than the majority of traders in the world and 
will have given yourself the greatest chance of success. 

Now after a large move you can expect some chop and we got 
it in June and July.  � e market drifted lower, but always pulled 

Figure 3
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back hard.  We are moving back into more profi t for August and 
September. (Figure 3)

So, how can all of this help you?  Remember to test any system you 
are looking at.  We have tested all of ours 
going back many years and now forward 
test them.  Keep a mix of markets.  � at 
way if you have a bad month on one pair 
or market, you might have a good month on the other.  Don’t be 
afraid of losses.  If you knew that your system wins consistently 
every year, but not every, day, month, then you will be able to 

THE SECRET OF MOMENTUM  by Shane Daly

You hear it everywhere:  “Trade the trend”.  It makes sense, right?  
If the bulk of the money is into longs, why be that trader that 
bucks the trend and trades the opposite.

I love to Jet Ski.  � e roar of the engine as you gun the throttle 
and zip around the water like a maniac (of course keeping an eye 
out the others).  On a calm day, I like to tour the shoreline and 
really appreciate the solitude.   Turn off  the engine and just sit.   
Other days though, I am like a kid in a candy store…a bull in a 
China shop.  � e best is when a huge boat is zipping by creating 
quite a wake behind them.  � ose are prime for jumping and you 
can really get some air if you hit them the right way.  � ink of 
the trading the trend as taking advantage of the wake left behind 
by the big boats.  No need to roar around in circles to create your 
own jumping opportunity.   Just wait for the big guys and tag 
along for the ride.

� at ride though is not always smooth.   In fact, unless you 
are right on the heels of the boat, the wake can lessen and the 
jumping becomes minimal.

Trade with the Wave of the Big Boys

� ink of trends the same way.

When all systems are a go to the upside, it is a great ride.  But 
markets don’t work that way.  � ey correct.  When they correct, 
if all you think of is taking the trend, you will get eaten alive.   
� e further they move away from the trend, the more patient 
you have to be.  Really, you didn’t think it was that easy did you?

Let me show you a Forex chart (Figure 1). 

� is is a daily chart and I have applied a 34 EMA to it.  As you 
can clearly see, the moving average is telling you the trend is up.  
� at would mean that on lower time frames, you will only look 
for long trades….trade the trend.

However, look at the following chart (Figure 2).

Figure 1

Figure 2

trust it and stick around for the winners.

At NetPicks we don’t stand still.  We are always looking at new 
ways to trade better and improve performance.  � at is what is 

unique about us.  We are live, in the markets 
every day along side of our traders.  So, you 
know that, if we give you a trade plan and say 
“do this and you will be successful”, then do 

it.  You won’t win every trade, nor will we, but you will win in the 
end and that’s what counts.

� is is over 3000 pips of retracements in what shows an uptrend 
on the daily chart.  If during this time on the lower time frames 
you were trying to get long into the trend, you got eaten alive.  
Sure you may have scalped out a few but the risk of a reversal, 
if you went short or the continuation of a move away from the 
trend continued, you lost money.

Enter the Momentum Picture

So, what are we missing?  We are missing where the momentum

Don’t be afraid of losses.“ ”
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is.   You see, you can have a trend to the upside however the 
momentum is a diff erent story.   Trend is the general direction 
of the market you are trading…think of it as a trend in price.   
Momentum though is diff erent and is all, well, momentum 
trends and although many times trend and momentum are on 
the same side, other times, they are opposite.   Where do you 
think the higher probability trades are?  Of course…when momo 
and price trend are going the same way.

I wanted to show where the momentum changes to the downside 
while the uptrend remains intact.   � e moves on the previous 
chart coincide with the momentum reversal of the indicator 
pictured in fi gure 3.

See? It is not very diffi  cult to ascertain where momentum has 
shifted and make sure you notice that it is only 1-3 bars shy 
of the extremes of the turns.  � e overall uptrend has not been 
violated but understanding the momentum behind the moves 
can keep you away from bad trades.

If it can keep you from bad trades, can it do the opposite?  Can it 
get you in trades that have a higher probability of going in your 
intended direction? You bet it can.

To avoid cherry picking, I am going to use the fi rst time the 
momentum diverges from the price trend.

Trading Chart Setup

� e overall trend is up but the momentum on the higher time 
frame has turned down.   � is will make long trades on the 

shorter time frame risky at best.  We have to keep in mind that 
the overall trend is UP and have an idea where price may turn 
back to the upside.  Off  the daily chart, we have a resistance area 
that was broken through (it is off  to the left of this chart).  Price 
often tests these areas so not a bad place to keep in mind.  It is 
also the 50% retrace from the pivot low that is just off  this chart. 
(Figure 4)

So what can we do?  As long as the momentum from the higher 
time frame is short, we can grab shorts as long as we keep in 
mind and keep informed about the state of the daily momentum.

Figure 3
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What you see is four trades.  3 winners.  1 loser.  60 pips or so 
of profi t after spread cost of 2 pips.

STRATEGY OPTIMIZATION  by Will Feibel

Automated strategy optimization allows us to test hundreds of 
scenarios with relatively little eff ort, especially when compared 
to the time it would take to test manually.  Every input to the 
automation is a variable that can be tested, and as the number of 
inputs grows the number of possible value combinations grows 
exponentially.  

Consider the simple strategy we developed two issues ago.  It was 
based on price closing above or below a moving average with a 
one bar confi rmation of the cross for entry.  For exits we used a 
simple fi xed $50 target and $20 loss per 100 share trade.  � ere 
were three components to the strategy:  two moving average cross 
automations (one for long and one for short trades), and the 
exit automation.  Each of these in turn had two major input 
variables.  For the moving average cross these were the length of 
the moving average and the number of confi rmation bars, while 
for the exit automation it was the size of the fi xed profi t target 
and the size of the stop loss amount.  For this discussion we’ll 

only focus on the two moving average cross components.

� e temptation and what seems easiest to us is to simply set an 
optimization range for each input and then let the computer run 
the tests.  � is can quickly get out of hand however.  Assume we 
wanted to test every moving average length between 2 and 20, 
that’s a total of 19 tests for the long combined with 19 tests for the 
short moving average, or 19 X 19 = 361 diff erent combination 
tests.  � en if we’re testing the number of confi rmation bars from 
0 to 5 that’s an additional 6 tests for the long and 6 for the short, 
giving us a total of 19 X 19 X 6 X 6 = 12,996 separate tests.  � at 
may not seem like much but on my computer it took over three 
minutes.  Now imagine if we wanted to combine this with an 
optimization of the exits, we could quickly end up with hours of 
computer testing.

Having the computer run tests for hours is not a problem in 
itself, we could easily let it crunch overnight.  � e problem is 

Keep Trading Simple

In order to show how simple (but not easy) trading can be, I 
am going to simply trade pullbacks into the same EMA as 

Figure 4

used before to show trend.  I will only take the trades when the 
momentum, shown below, turns back into the momentum from 
the higher time frame.

I will also only take the trades when the momentum shifts near 
or above the top dotted line in the momentum window.

Furthermore, the trigger to get the trade going will simply be a 
break of the low of a candle that appears after the momentum 
shift.

Targets?  Pivot areas off  the chart I am looking at. (Figure 5)

Figure 5

� is chart also tells a story.  We see price break above the EMA 
and never pull away from it as seen in the green box.   Shorter 
time frames lead the higher ones and soon after, the momo on 
the higher time frame goes sideways.  It then turns to the upside 
back in the direction of the trend.

We are going against the trend on the higher time frame so we 
must keep our expectations in check.   You can, if you choose, 
stand aside any short setups and wait for the turn on the higher 
back in the direction of the trend.

I hope this adds something to your trading knowledge.  You can 
use this information even if you already trade a system/method.  
It is just another cog that may keep you consistent and on the 
path to a profi table trader.
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SUCCESS? continued from last page

None of these steps are very diffi  cult to complete. However, taking 
this simple approach to evaluating your trading results can lead 
to huge dividends heading into the rest of the year. Often times 
as traders we overlook the basics, like keeping a trade journal or 
fi nding a trade partner, but in many cases it’s those basics that 
hold you back from reaching your goals of becoming a profi table 
trader. We are heading into the best time of year to trade so take 
some time to evaluate your trading so far this year to make sure 
you are set up with the best odds of success.

determining what to do with the results.  � e more inputs we 
combine, the greater the odds that we have curve fi tted the 
results, meaning that we have identifi ed the unique combination 
of input values that maximizes the result for a specifi c set of 
historic price bars.  � ese curve fi tted results unfortunately don’t 
perform well when carried into the future.  

� e following chart shows the Net Profi t for diff erent input 
combinations in our 12,996 tests.

Figure 2

� e good news about this chart is that it appears every 
combination of input yields positive results.  However we cannot 
discern a clear pattern of areas of profi tability.  � ose spikes show 
that slight changes in any of the four input variables can cut 
the results almost in half.  We could pick the optimal value (the 
highest spike) but see the strategy fall apart going forward.

Instead of testing all or a large number of inputs in combination 
I suggest you test each input individually.  For starters this will 
drastically reduce the total number of tests that need to be run.  
By testing each moving average length and each confi rmation 
bars value individually the total number of tests becomes 19 + 
19 + 6 + 6 = 50 tests.  And adding the fi xed target and stop tests 
would only increase the total number of tests slightly.

� e second benefi t of running the tests individually is that 
we can now better judge the stability of the test results.  � e 
following table shows the optimization results for one of the 
moving averages’ length.

It becomes very clear from this that we have a wide range of 
profi table values but that there is a clear peak in profi tability for 
lengths of 4, 5 and 6.  Any of those values would be a good pick, 
and we choose the middle value not because it has the best result 
(although it does) but because it forms the center of a stable 
profi table range.

We perform similar tests for the length of the second moving 
average and for the number of confi rmation bars for each moving 
average.  When I looked at my results I found that having one 
moving average with a length of 6 and the other with a length of 
5, but both using 1 bar confi rmation yielded the best outcome.  
However, setting both to a length of 5 yielded results that were 
just slightly less but greatly simplifi ed the strategy.  I could now 
draw a single moving average on the chart and base long and 
short trades off  the same line.  

Was this an optimal value combination?  As it turns out it was also 
the third most profi table outcome of the 12,996 tests run.  What 
was more important however was that it was a combination that 
I could trust to be robust and stable.  And it was one that could 
be implemented with ease.

In summary, although strategy optimization can be used to 
fi nd the one optimal combination of thousands of values, that 
combination may be over optimized and curve fi tted.  Instead 
test each input separately and identify stable value ranges that 
will yield robust test results for you.

Figure 1

Figure 3
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AS WE HEAD INTO THE BUSY TIME OF YEAR TO TRADE, ARE YOU 

SET UP FOR SUCCESS? by Mike Rykse

As we transition into the busy fall and winter months for 
trading, it is important to evaluate your trading performance 
for the year so far to date. � e summer months can be tricky 
to trade because we are typically stuck in a low volume 
environment. � is year was no diff erent. In fact most of 2013 
has been characterized by low volume moves. � e story of 
2013 has been the slow grind higher for most of the year. As we 
head into fall, I do think we will see a pickup in volatility and 
volume which should give us some good conditions to trade 
in. However, before we ramp our trading up into the end of 
the year it is important to take a step back and evaluate our 
performance so far. As I went through this process myself, I 
started to think about all the important factors to keep in mind.

First step for me is to evaluate my overall trading results. � e 
important part to this step is to evaluate your trade journal and 
start to take a look at how successful you were following your 
system. Were you able to stay disciplined to your system and 
trade plans? Have your system and trade plans been profi table? 
If you answered yes to both of these questions then you are 
looking great heading into the fall months. If you noticed that 
you haven’t been as successful as you would like to be, then 
start to work through what changes need to be made in order 
to improve your results. � e best way to do this is to strip 
everything down to the basics. Take away any fi lters or rules 
that you have added to your system and just trade the system as 
it was originally designed. In a lot of cases the layers and fi lters 
that we add into a system don’t necessarily improve results, they 
just make things more diffi  cult to trade. � is can lead to a drop 
in overall results. Make sure you are also putting steps in place 
to stay disciplined to your trade plan. � is means keeping a 
trade journal every day to track your performance so you know 
what areas need improvement.

Step two is to evaluate the markets that you are trading. At 
times, traders get locked into the same markets for no other 
reason than those are the markets that they have always traded. 

� e problem with this is that markets change. I’m a big believer 
in being slow to change but that doesn’t mean I never change. 
� ere are so many good markets out there to look at that you 
really don’t want to force a given market to work if there are 
better options out there. If you aren’t happy with your results, 
you can also look to see if there are any changes that could be 
made to your current markets that could improve results. A 
simple change like going for a bigger or smaller target could 
make a huge diff erence in results. Or how about starting at 
a diff erent time each day? � is can also make a big diff erence 
in your bottom line. � e key to step two is to make sure you 
are trading a market and a time frame that you can trade with 
confi dence. Sometimes making a few small changes to your 
system can mean all the diff erence in the world when it comes 
to increasing your profi ts.

Step three is really important for all traders to consider. � at is 
to fi nd either a trade coach or a trade partner that you can work 
with. It can be extremely valuable to have someone there to run 
ideas by throughout the day or week. � at person can also be 
there to hold you accountable to your system and trade plans. 
In trading we don’t have a boss to answer to so it is important 
to put those steps in place to make sure you are making good 
decisions in your trading. It is important to select this person 
carefully. In my own experience, I like to work with traders 
that I know are smarter than I am. I want to learn from people 
that are better than me. In trading, the minute you think you 
have mastered things is the minute the market will start to hurt 
you. By having someone around to teach you new things or 
introduce a new market or idea, you are increasing your odds 
of long term success. I like to run new ideas off  other traders 
because in a lot of cases that second opinion can give you insight 
that you have never considered. Having a trading partner is so 
valuable in my own trading because even though in my case we 
both have very diff erent approaches to the market, I know he is 
there to hold me accountable to my system.


